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Neuropathy is one of the most debilitating complications of both type 1 and type 2 diabetes, with estimates of prevalence between 50–90% depending on the means of detection. Diabetic neuropathies are heterogeneous and there is variable involvement of large myelinated fibers and small, thinly myelinated fibers. Many of the neuronal abnormalities in diabetes can be duplicated by experimental depletion of specific neurotrophic factors, their receptors or their binding proteins. In experimental models of diabetes there is a reduction in the availability of these growth factors, which may be a consequence of metabolic abnormalities, or may be independent of glycemic control. These neurotrophic factors are required for the maintenance of the neurons, the ability to resist apoptosis and regenerative capacity. The best studied of the neurotrophic factors is nerve growth factor (NGF) and the related members of the neurotrophin family of peptides. There is increasing evidence that there is a deficiency of NGF in diabetes, as well as the dependent neuropeptides substance P (SP) and calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) that may also contribute to the clinical symptoms resulting from small fiber dysfunction. Similarly, NT3 appears to be important for large fiber and IGFs for autonomic neuropathy. Whether the observed growth factor deficiencies are due to decreased synthesis, or functional, e.g. an inability to bind to their receptor, and/or abnormalities in nerve transport and processing, remains to be established. Although early studies in humans on the role of neurotrophic factors as a therapy for diabetic neuropathy have been unsuccessful, newer agents and the possibilities uncovered by further studies should fuel clinical trials for several generations. It seems reasonable to anticipate that neurotrophic factor therapy, specifically targeted at different nerve fiber populations, might enter the therapeutic armamentarium.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most insidious complications of diabetes is peripheral neuropathy. Diabetic neuropathy commonly presents as a small fiber sensory neuropathy exhibiting the typical “stocking and glove” distribution. It is the major cause of amputations in the United States, accounting for 50% to 70% of all nontraumatic amputations, and diabetic neuropathy accounts for more hospitalizations than all other diabetic complications combined (Caputo et al., 1994; Greene et al., 1992; Vinik et al., 1995a). Thus, discovery of an effective treatment would be a significant boon to the care of diabetes patients.

The heterogeneity of diabetic neuropathy, with involvement of large, myelinated fibers that provide proprioception, touch/pressure perception, and motor innervation, as well as small, thinly or nonmyelinated fibers providing temperature and pain perception along with autonomic function, suggests multiple factors in pathogenesis. The most common pathology in both the nerves serving the periphery and in the skin itself is a loss of nerve fibers. Efforts to determine the pathogenetic mechanisms leading to peripheral nerve dysfunction in diabetes has proven quite controversial. There is good evidence for several mechanisms playing a key role leading to neuronal loss in diabetes, including: (1) metabolic disruption resulting from chronic hyperglycemia, including increased sorbitol pathway involvement and accumulation of advanced glycation end products (AGEs); (2) altered vascular function leading to loss
of nutritive support for peripheral nerve fibers; (3) altered neurotrophic/growth factor availability (some aspects addressed here); (4) autoimmune processes leading to disrupted neuronal function; (5) oxidative stress causing neuronal loss and dysfunction. It is clear from the 10-year Diabetes Control and Complications Trials that hyperglycemia is an important component driving neuronal loss (DCCT Research Group, 1993); however, it seems likely that each of these mechanisms can contribute to the degeneration of peripheral nerve function in any given patient. Determination of the mechanisms active in a particular patient might provide better insight into the appropriate means of treatment of the syndrome. This range of pathologies contributing to diabetic neuropathy in patients might also help explain the difficulties in translating mechanisms and treatments discovered in animal models to the human condition.

Early in the development of diabetic neuropathy, there appears to be an attempt at axonal regeneration, remyelination, and synaptogenesis, possibly mediated by growth factors, that ultimately fails to restore function. This failure is accompanied by an enhanced rate of programmed cell death, or apoptosis. Further supporting a role for disruption of normal growth factor function are studies showing that many of the neuronal abnormalities seen in diabetes can be duplicated by experimental depletion of specific growth factors, their receptors, or their binding proteins. It has been reported that there is a reduction in specific growth factors in animal models of diabetes as well as in humans, some of which are reviewed in this issue. These reductions may be due to the associated metabolic abnormalities or they may be independent of glycemic status. Many of these factors are directly acting to maintain the health of neurons, by conferring the ability to resist apoptosis and promoting regeneration. The best studied of these factors is nerve growth factor (NGF). NGF is part of a family of peptides known to exert neurotrophic effects. It seems clear that there is a reduction of NGF in diabetes, with evidence for deficiencies in the other neurotrophins, as well as in neurotransmitters such as substance P (SP) and calcitonin gene–related peptide (CGRP). These losses can all contribute to clinical perturbations in small fiber function. The clinical syndrome can also be generated by selective deletion of low-affinity NGF receptors in genetically altered transgenic animals. Clinical trials with NGF have proven disappointing, but there remain questions regarding the design of the studies. We believe that NGF still hold promise for treating sensory and autonomic neuropathies.

In summary, there is strong support for the hypothesis that reduced levels or activity of NGF play a significant role in the pathogenesis of diabetic neuropathy. Whether these deficiencies are a result of lower systemic levels, an inability to activate appropriate receptors, or abnormalities in postreceptor activity remains to be determined. Although studies of NGF in animal models suggest a significant role, clinical studies have been unsuccessful. Careful analysis of the problems with these early clinical trials may lead to a better understanding of the utility of NGF in treating diabetic neuropathy. We anticipate that NGF will remain a viable approach in seeking therapies for diabetic neuropathy.

### ANIMAL MODELS USED TO STUDY DIABETIC NEUROPATHY

There are a number of rodent models that have been employed to study the pathogenesis of diabetic neuropathy, including models of type 2 and type 1 diabetes as well as drug-induced diabetes. In early studies of diabetes, it was difficult to establish neuropathic changes in animal models, but with persistence and modern techniques, it has been possible to look at biochemical, electrophysiological, and morphological changes over time and get a better appreciation for the pathogenesis of diabetic neuropathy in all of these models. Examples of the models for type 2 diabetes used in studies of diabetic neuropathy include the db/db mouse, which has a relatively severe disease (Schmidt et al., 1995), the ob/ob mouse, used less frequently, and the “Zucker” fatty (fa/fa) rat. Mouse models are limited in studies of neuropathy due to size constraints of the nerves, thus most of the data in the field has been collected using the larger rats, and there has been a good deal of useful data collected using rat models in studies of diabetic neuropathy. In addition, there are nutritionally induced type 2 models such as the overfed C57B1/kJ mouse, in which physiology can be studied. Because the prevalence of type 2 diabetes in humans is approximately 90%, these models have proven important in the studies of diabetic complications. In human type 2 diabetes, neuropathy often precedes the diagnosis of diabetes, making it difficult to stage these patients. It is hoped that animal studies of type 2 diabetes can lead to more meaningful details of the progression of nerve dysfunction in these patients.

Less well studied are the models of type 1 diabetes such as the NOD mouse (Sango et al., 1994) and the Wistar BioBreeding (BB) rat (Nakhoooda et al., 1977, 1978). The line includes both diabetes-prone and diabetes-resistant strains, providing a convenient control group. In addition, the BB/Z rat has proven useful for studies of both types of diabetes due to genetic variants that can also serve as models for type 2 diabetes or as controls (Pierson et al., 2003; Sima et al., 2001).

The most common model used for diabetic neuropathy studies is drug-induced diabetes in rats wherein a drug, usually streptozotocin (STZ), which specifically destroys β cells, is given to the animals. STZ can be given neonatally, resulting in a syndrome mimicking type 2 diabetes as the animal ages, or it can be given to the adult in an acute fashion, leading to a type 1
diabetes-like syndrome. The caveat here is that although these animals exhibit hyperglycemia and many of the changes associated with diabetes, they do not endure some of the other physiological changes associated with the development of diabetes, such as autoimmunity or AGE accumulation. Thus, although information can be gained on specific mechanisms related directly to hyperglycemia, the interplay of hyperglycemia with other pathways remains elusive.

Neuropathy in these models is detected by a number of methods. The most common marker is nerve conduction velocity; however, this is mainly an indicator of motor nerve function, whereas diabetic neuropathy most commonly includes sensory deficits. It should also be noted that although animals with diabetes develop a sensory syndrome exhibiting both allodynia and thermal hyperalgesia, this is not the case in humans. The differences may explain problematic results with various forms of treatment that appear successful in animal models, yet disappointing in human trials.

The use of these models in conjunction with the proposed mechanisms of nerve destruction have led to a number of proposed therapies for diabetes patients with neuropathy. To date, most have proven disappointing in clinical trials. However, the most promising remain the growth factors, and of these the prospects for neurotrophins are still bright.

NGF

NGF was first described in the 1950s by Levi-Montalcini (Levi-Montalcini and Booker, 1960; Levi-Montalcini and Hamburger, 1951) and is the most thoroughly studied of the neurotrophins. Numerous early studies showed the dependence of neural crest-derived cells, sympathetic neurons, and dorsal root ganglion (DRG) sensory neurons on NGF for development. More recent studies have demonstrated that sympathetic and DRG neurons are also dependent on NGF for maintenance and survival (Rich et al., 1987). These populations are commonly affected in diabetic neuropathy.

Following sciatic nerve section in normal adult rats, a significant number of the axotomized neurons in the involved DRGs die (Calcutt et al., 1990; Himes and Tessler, 1989; Melville et al., 1989). This cell loss can be completely eliminated by the application of exogenous NGF to the cut proximal end of the nerve (Rich et al., 1987). Moreover, those DRG neurons that do not die following sciatic nerve section (Rich et al., 1987) or in vivo NGF depletion (Calcutt et al., 1990) exhibit significant atrophy of their cell bodies and axons. This atrophy is at least partially reversed by the application of exogenous NGF (Rich et al., 1987).

NGF is also an important regulator of SP synthesis in adult DRG neurons (Lindsay and Harmar, 1989; Schwartz et al., 1982). SP is found in the sympathetic nervous system as well as in a subpopulation of DRG neurons. It has been implicated in diverse and widespread activities, including vasodilatation, gut motility, and nociception, all of which are perturbed in diabetic neuropathy. Lindsay and Harmar (1989) have shown that NGF is involved in the regulation of mRNAs that encode the precursor molecules of SP and CGRP. In vitro NGF deprivation caused cultured adult DRG neurons to down-regulate SP and CGRP precursor molecules mRNAs (Lindsay and Harmar, 1989). Moreover, when adult rats were immunized against mouse NGF, a procedure that caused an autoimmune depletion of NGF, SP levels were reduced in the DRG, spinal cord, and skin by approximately 65% (Schwartz et al., 1982). Calcutt and colleagues (1990) concluded that in STZ-diabetic rats, a selective down-regulation of SP precursor gene expression was due to a decline in retrogradely transported NGF reaching the ganglia, which in turn could explain the reduction in SP synthesis and transport found in diabetic rats. It remains to be established, however, whether the reduction in SP is pertinent to the symptom complex of neuropathy.

A number of functional disturbances are found in the dermal microvasculature of diabetic subjects. These include (1) decreased microvascular blood flow; (2) increased vascular resistance, decreased tissue Po2; and (3) altered vascular permeability characteristics, such as loss of the anionic charge barrier and decreased charge selectivity. Decreased microvascular blood flow and increased vascular resistance in diabetes could result from alterations in dermal neuromvascular function, such as impaired dilator responses to SP and CGRP and reactivity to nociceptive stimulation. Diabetes also disrupts vasomotion, the rhythmic contraction exhibited by arterioles and small arteries (Benbow et al., 1995; Stansberry et al., 1996). Unmyelinated C-fibers, which constitute the central reflex pathway, are assumed to be damaged in diabetic neuropathy, contributing to abnormalities in cutaneous blood flow (Stansberry et al., 1999). These neurons are dependent on NGF for their integrity and survival (Rich et al., 1987; Vinik et al., 1995b). The effect of NGF depletion may be mediated through down-regulation of neurofilament gene expression or RNAs that encode the precursor molecule of SP or CGRP, both of which are NGF dependent and down-regulated in diabetes (Vinik et al., 1995b).

The major neurotrophin considered here is NGF, although the family, related both structurally and functionally, is much larger, and includes neurotrophin-3, -4, and -5 (NT-3, NT-4, and NT-5), glial-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF), brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), and ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF). These proteins have diverse actions on distinct populations of developing neurons (Barde et al., 1982; Hallbook et al., 1991; Hohn et al., 1990; Jones and Reichardt, 1990; Maisonpierre et al., 1990; Rosenthal et al., 1990). Other...
growth factors with direct effects on neurons include insulin, insulin-like growth factors (IGFs), laminin and saposins, cytokines and other growth factor–releasing agents. The concept of neurotrophins, with NGF as the prime example, has led to studies showing their synthesis in target tissues, with delivery to the affected neuron where the signal is delivered through retrograde transport up the axon to exert the trophic and survival effects (Merhi et al., 1998). The interaction of neurons with the growth factors released from target tissues continues throughout life to promote the functioning, maintenance, and survival of both elements. There is neuronal dependence on target cells for neurotrophic factors. In the neuronal soma, these factors regulate gene expression and protein synthesis. In turn, the target tissues are dependent on innervation by the dependent neurons to maintain tissue structure and function.

NEUROTROPHIN RECEPTORS

Neurotrophins bind two classes of receptors: tyrosine receptor kinases or trks (trk A, trk B, trk C) and a low-affinity receptor, “p75” (Barbacid, 1993; Chao, 1992; Glass and Yancopoulos, 1993; Meakin and Shooter, 1992). Functionally, the trks are responsible for high-affinity neurotrophin binding, leading to signal transduction, and largely mediate the biological actions of neurotrophins. In contrast, p75 (a 75-kDa glycoprotein) was originally identified as a low-affinity receptor for NGF. It was initially thought only to participate in forming the functional NGF receptor and to alter the binding affinity of trk A for NGF (Barbacid, 1993; Chao, 1992; Glass and Yancopoulos, 1993; Meakin and Shooter, 1992). Subsequent studies have shown that p75 is widely expressed by non-neuronal peripheral tissues such as Schwann cells and increases following nerve injury. In addition, p75 has been shown to act as a modifier for trk B and trk C activity as well as trk A. NGF activity is specifically associated with activation of p75 and/or trk A, with resultant effects on small sensory and autonomic nerve fibers. Large nerve fibers, in contrast, are dependent on the activity of trk C mediation of NT-3 signaling, whereas BDNF, NT-4, and NT-5 exert their effects on medium-sized fibers through the trk B high-affinity receptor.

Knockout of the p75 locus in transgenic mice was found to result in loss of small sensory ganglia, with decreased pain sensitivity and cutaneous innervation (Kuo-Fen et al., 1994). Sympathetic innervation of sympathetic chain ganglia (SCG) targeting the iris and salivary glands was not affected (Kuo-Fen et al., 1994). However, striking abnormalities in the pineal gland and the sweat glands were found. A null mutation of p75 also caused a decrease in tyrosine hydroxylase in the pineal and the footpad, which was accompanied by a reduction in pain and impaired sweating. Furthermore, the neuronal defect in p75 mutants was not due to direct effects on the target organ, but rather was due to a failure of organ development. It is not known how p75 receptor expression supports axonal growth, but it might guide developing axons or facilitate the actions of the neurotrophins at the target level. Recent studies have indicated that p75 might bind with higher affinity to proteolytic fragments from the precursor of NGF, and it is these fragments that confer pro- or antiapoptotic activity on p75 signaling (Chao and Bothwell, 2002). Alternatively, it has been suggested that p75 preferentially binds prepro-NGF in large and medium nerve fibers, whereas mature NGF signals are targeted to small fibers (Yiangou et al., 2002). An imbalance between NGF and its precursor form could result in functional deficit in the targeted neuron population.

Transgenic studies have shown that in development trk A receptor mediates neuronal survival by blocking apoptotic p75 signals (Majdan et al., 2001), emphasizing the importance of p75 interaction with trk neurotrophin receptors. Alternatively, it has been demonstrated that there is a reduction in expression of p75 in the autonomic ganglia of STZ-diabetic rats (Schmidt et al., 2000), reducing NGF signaling into the neurons. Regardless of mechanism, it is apparent that the low-affinity neurotrophin receptor is essential to the integrity of small nerve fibers involved in pain, warm thermal perception, and sweating and as such, constitute an important target for corrective therapy in diabetic neuropathy.

Contrasting with the role of the low-affinity receptor for neurotrophins in sensory and autonomic functions, it seems that the high-affinity trks may subserve motor and coordinating functions. Klein and colleagues (1994) examined the role of the trk C gene, which is expressed throughout the mammalian nervous system and encodes a series of protein kinase isoforms that serve as receptors for NT-3 (Barbacid, 1993; Emfors et al., 1991, 1993, 1994; Tessarollo et al., 1993; Tsoufas et al., 1993). One of these isoforms, gp145trkC/trk C K1, mediates the trophic properties of NT-3 in cultured cells. The homozygous trk C mutant mice appeared normal at birth but they grow poorly and most of them die soon after birth. Those animals that survived demonstrated motor deficits and develop athetotic movements. The trk C mutants do take nourishment and respond to painful stimuli in their whisker pads.

In contrast to mice that lack trk C, mice defective in trk B receptors (Klein et al., 1993) lose pain perception as do mice that lack trk A. Smeayne and colleagues (1994) studied the role of trks in vivo, by ablating the gene in embryonic stem cells by homologous recombination. Mice lacking trk C were found to have a severe sensory and sympathetic neuropathy and most died within 1 month of birth. They were found to have extensive neuronal loss in the trigeminal, sympathetic, and dorsal root ganglia, as well as a decrease in the cholinergic basal forebrain projections.
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DIABETIC NEUROPATHY

Diabetic neuropathy comprises a number of different syndromes with a range of clinical manifestations. The main groups of neurological disturbance in diabetes include: (1) subclinical neuropathy established by abnormalities in electrodiagnostic and quantitative sensory testing; (2) diffuse clinical neuropathy with distal symmetric sensorimotor and autonomic syndromes; and (3) focal syndromes. In diabetic neuropathy, dysfunction in almost every segment of the somatic peripheral and autonomic nervous systems can be seen.

The different subcategories in diabetic neuropathy are distinguished by their pathophysiologic, therapeutic, and prognostic characteristics. The damage can influence large fibers, small fibers, or both. Small nerve fiber involvement often occurs early and may be present before objective signs or electrophysiological evidence of large fiber deficits. Small fiber loss is seen first in the lower limbs as pain and hyperalgesia, followed by loss of thermal sensitivity, and reduced light touch and pinprick sensation. A reduction of protein gene product 9.5 (PGP 9.5), SP, and CGRP in sensory neurons has been demonstrated in diabetes (Lindberger et al., 1989). PGP 9.5 is a ubiquitin hydrolase found in the cytoplasm of all nerve fibers. Studies over the last 10 years have shown a loss of epidermal nerve fibers that stain positive for PGP 9.5 in various forms of small fiber neuropathy (Holland et al., 1997). NGF is responsible for the survival and maintenance of these cutaneous fibers (Ishii et al., 1994). The reduction of NGF may be a result of down-regulation of neurofilament gene expression or of the precursor molecule of SP or CGRP, which are both down-regulated in diabetes (Ishii et al., 1994).

Patients with the most common presentation of diabetic neuropathy, distal symmetric polyneuropathy (DSPN), exhibit a “mixed” neuropathy involving both large and small nerve fibers. With DSPN, almost all patients present with a “glove and stocking” sensory loss. Large fiber dysfunction may include any combination of motor and/or sensory nerves. Large fiber loss can be seen as reduced vibration perception (often the first sign of neuropathy), or loss of position sense, weakness, muscle wasting, or depressed tendon reflexes. We have previously illustrated the relationship of different nerve fiber types, the modalities served, and the neurotrophins targeting them (Figure 1) (Vinik et al., 2003).

Diabetic neuropathy is characteristically described histopathologically with axonal degeneration, demyelination, and atrophy, in association with failed axonal regeneration, remyelination, and synaptogenesis (Calcutt et al., 1990). In recent years, there has been greater attention paid to the factors in diabetic neuropathy that may enhance nerve regeneration and protect nerves from programmed cell death. Because neurotrophins can promote the survival, maintenance, and regeneration of neurons affected in diabetes, it is likely that they play central roles in the alterations of nerve morphology and function resulting from diabetes. Supporting this notion is the amount of data showing nerve deficits as a result of removal of neurotrophins by axotomy, by depletion with experimental induction by induced autoimmunity, or failure of delivery or transport through genetic manipulation. Transgenic studies wherein the neurotrophin receptors are eliminated have confirmed and refined our appreciation of the different activities and affinities for the receptors based on neurotrophin specificities. Therefore, promotion of neurotrophin action may prove capable of preventing or reversing the changes in diabetic neuropathy. Our concepts of the role of neurotrophins and their roles in diabetic neuropathy are illustrated in Figure 2.

NGF IN DIABETES

Data suggest that a decline in NGF synthesis in diabetes has a role in diabetic neuropathy. NGF levels in STZ-induced diabetic rats are dramatically reduced in the superior cervical ganglion, an NGF-dependent population of neurons (Steinbacher-BC and Nadelhaft 1998). Hellweg and colleagues (1991) have shown retrograde transport of NGF in the sciatic nerve to be reduced in STZ-induced diabetic rats. Decreased retrograde NGF transport studies are transduced locally at the cell membrane (MacInnis and Camenot, 2002) or require a signaling endosome containing both NGF and trk A (Howe et al., 2001), or likely some combination of the two, has not yet been firmly established. However, signaling from an internalized vesicle would help explain the apparent importance of retrograde transport of NGF in promoting neuronal survival.

to the hippocampus and cortex. NGF induces neuron outgrowth and promotes survival of embryonic sensory and sympathetic neurons in culture, and decreases the extent of naturally occurring cell death in developing sympathetic ganglia and protects cholinergic neurons of the basal forebrain, putamen, and caudate (Bradshaw et al., 1993; Dreyfus, 1989; Levi-Montalcini, 1987). Behaviorally, the animals show reduced sensitivity to vibration and painful stimuli and have myotic pupils and ptosis. Therefore, these findings were thought to demonstrate that trk A is the primary mediator of the trophic actions of NGF in vivo, at least for certain sensory pathways (Bradshaw et al., 1993; Dreyfus, 1989; Levi-Montalcini, 1987). Hence the signaling pathway for neurotrophins via their high-affinity receptors plays a crucial role in the development of both the peripheral and central nervous systems.

How target-derived neurotrophins can send their signal back to a distal cell body through what can be a very long axon has been a question of increased study. Whether these signals are transduced locally at the cell membrane (MacInnis and Camenot, 2002) or require a signaling endosome containing both NGF and trk A (Howe et al., 2001), or likely some combination of the two, has not yet been firmly established. However, signaling from an internalized vesicle would help explain the apparent importance of retrograde transport of NGF in promoting neuronal survival.
transport in axons of the STZ-induced diabetic rat ileal mesenteric nerves has also been reported (Himes and Tessler, 1989), preceding the development of frank distal axonopathy. It seems reasonable to suspect that perturbations in NGF availability in some way contributes to the development of diabetic neuropathy. Perturbations of pain sensation are characteristic of diabetic neuropathy and the levels of SP, a nociceptive transmitter, are reduced in diabetic rats in parallel with increased tolerance to pain (Garrett et al., 1995). In addition, the amount of anterogradely transported SP was reduced in STZ-induced diabetic

FIGURE 1
Schematic illustration of the peripheral nervous system, nerve fiber types, and the potential growth factors responsible for the integrity of the different fiber types (from Vinik et al., 2003).

FIGURE 2
An illustration of the pathways to nerve damage in diabetes, the type of nerve fiber involved, and the potential for neuroprotection by growth factors, integrins, and cytokines (adapted from Vinik et al., 2003).
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Recent data suggest that precursor forms of NGF that bind more STZ compared with matched controls (Ordoñez et al., 1994). In vitro studies show that keratinocytes express both NGF and its high-affinity receptor, trk A, and that NGF may increase keratinocyte proliferation and its own expression via an autocrine loop (Terenghi et al., 1997). NGF is reduced in epidermal keratinocytes in human diabetic skin, and this decrease has been related to dysfunction of cutaneous sensory fibers. These data can be interpreted to suggest that abnormal availability of target-derived NGF may be responsible in part for early small-fiber neuropathy (Anand et al., 1996). Recent data suggest that precursor forms of NGF that bind more specifically to p75 are reduced in skin from both humans and rats with diabetic neuropathy (Yiangou et al., 2002). Thus, the mechanism of target-derived NGF dysfunction at the level of the epidermis that leads to peripheral diabetic neuropathy is slowly being elucidated.

In normal skin, NGF is produced by basal keratinocytes, and acts via its high-affinity receptor (trk A) on nociceptor nerve fibers to increase their sensitivity, particularly in inflammation (Facer et al., 2000). The authors further suggest that systemic administration of NGF can reverse the depletion of both SP and CGRP in diabetic neuropathy in animals. The authors further suggest that systemic administration of NGF can reverse the depletion of both SP and CGRP in diabetic neuropathy in animals. Apfel and colleagues (1994) administered NGF to rats at 3 µg/g or 5 µg/g three times weekly, starting 1 week after STZ administration. Reduction in pain sensation was prevented, as was the fall in CGRP in DRG in the untreated diabetic animals. NGF also prevented reduction in levels of another peptide, SP, in sensory ganglia of diabetic animals. NGF did not, however, prevent the deficit in tibial motor conduction in diabetic rats, suggesting that NGF may be a useful adjunct for the treatment of diabetic sensory and autonomic, but not motor, neuropathy (Williams et al., 1993).

Diemel and colleagues (1994) have also shown that rats with STZ-induced diabetes are depleted of both SP and CGRP peptides in the sciatic nerve, as well as having depletion of CGRP and gamma-preprotachykinin A mRNA in the fourth and fifth lumbar DRG. Treatment of rats with NGF prevented the deficits in the levels of CGRP and gamma-preprotachykinin mRNA as well as normalized the levels of CGRP and SP peptides in lumbar DRGs. The effects in the diabetic animals were much more marked than those in the nondiabetic animals. There was no response to BDNF. The demonstration that in vivo systemic administration of NGF can reverse the deficits in SP and CGRP in peripheral sensory neurons of diabetic rats lends support to the notion that deficient expression or response to NGF may be important for development of diabetic neuropathy. The authors further suggest that systemic administration of NGF may be of value in treating the sensory forms of diabetic neuropathy.

In adult sensory neurons, it is apparent that immune neutralization of NGF could generate a clinical syndrome not unlike that found in diabetic neuropathy (Anand et al., 1991).

NGF IN TREATMENT OF DIABETIC NEUROPATHY

It has now been shown that NGF treatment ameliorates diabetic sensory neuropathy in animals. Apfel and colleagues (1994) administered NGF to rats at 3 µg/g or 5 µg/g three times weekly, starting 1 week after STZ administration. Reduction in pain sensation was prevented, as was the fall in CGRP in DRG in the untreated diabetic animals. NGF also prevented reduction in levels of another peptide, SP, in sensory ganglia of diabetic animals. NGF did not, however, prevent the deficit in tibial motor conduction in diabetic rats, suggesting that NGF may be a useful adjunct for the treatment of diabetic sensory and autonomic, but not motor, neuropathy (Williams et al., 1993).

Diemel and colleagues (1994) have also shown that rats with STZ-induced diabetes are depleted of both SP and CGRP peptides in the sciatic nerve, as well as having depletion of CGRP and gamma-preprotachykinin A mRNA in the fourth and fifth lumbar DRG. Treatment of rats with NGF prevented the deficits in the levels of CGRP and gamma-preprotachykinin mRNA as well as normalized the levels of CGRP and SP peptides in lumbar DRGs. The effects in the diabetic animals were much more marked than those in the nondiabetic animals. There was no response to BDNF. The demonstration that in vivo systemic administration of NGF can reverse the deficits in SP and CGRP in peripheral sensory neurons of diabetic rats lends support to the notion that deficient expression or response to NGF may be important for development of diabetic neuropathy. The authors further suggest that systemic administration of NGF may be of value in treating the sensory forms of diabetic neuropathy.

Two randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials of recombinant human NGF (rhNGF) administered to patients with polyneuropathy were initiated. In a phase II clinical trial of rhNGF in 250 patients with diabetic polyneuropathy, improvements in signs and symptoms were seen after treatment with either 0.1 or 0.3 µg/kg rhNGF, subcutaneously, three times a week for 6 months. A second phase II trial in 270 patients with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-associated sensory neuropathy demonstrated significant improvements in neuropathic pain and sensitivity to pinprick, following 18 weeks of treatment with either 0.1 or 0.3 µg/kg rhNGF twice a week (Apfel et al., 1998). In addition, both studies suggested that administration of rhNGF was well tolerated with the exception of self-limited injection site hyperalgesia and other pain-related syndromes. In the phase II trial on the efficacy of rhNGF in
250 patients with diabetic neuropathy, NGF improved a composite score, which included measures of small fiber function, warm thermal threshold, cooling detection threshold, and nerve impairment scores in the lower limb (Vinik, 1999). As a result of this success, a 48-week randomized, placebo-controlled phase III study of rhNGF in a dose of 0.1 µg/kg (n = 504) or placebo (n = 515) subcutaneously 3 times/week was carried out. The primary outcome measure was change in baseline on the Neuropathy Impairment score for the lower limbs. Secondary outcome measures also included quantitative sensory test using the Case IV device, Neuropathy Symptom and Change score, and the patient benefit questionnaire. Nerve conduction studies were also performed and incidence of foot ulcers was observed. Eighty-three percent of patients completed the study, compared with 90% of the placebo group. rhNGF induced significant injection site hyperalgesia, which made true blinding difficult, and there was no significant difference in the primary outcome (P = .25). Furthermore rhNGF did not exhibit significant improvement in the secondary end points. However, there were significant, albeit modest, improvements in the global assessment scores (P < .03) and 2 of 32 comparisons in improvement in global symptoms (P = .05 for leg pain; P = .003 for 6 months’ symptoms in the hands and feet). The reasons for these poor results compared with the phase II study are not entirely clear. We noted a surprising lack of progression in neuropathy in the placebo-treated group, suggesting that modern management of patients with diabetes has resulted in a change in the natural history of the condition, dictating a more robust end point and possibly longer-duration studies. If the ability of rhNGF is not robust and if all it can do is prevent the progression of neuropathy, it would not be possible to show an effect in a 1-year trial. Among the possible other reasons for the conflicting data between the phase II (Vinik, 1999) and this phase III study (Periquet et al., 1999) were possible differences in dose, concentration, and the preparation of NGF, choice of end points, measurements of neuropathy (no direct estimation of small fiber changes in the skin were made), and patient populations. Further, it is uncertain whether systemic NGF can significantly reverse microvascular defects that may contribute to neuronal loss, although it has been shown that NGF improves physiological control of microvascular perfusion (Bennett et al., 1998b). Whether this is a direct effect of NGF on microvessels or a result of improved neural function is not certain.

The end point for these studies employed a composite scale (Apfel et al., 2001) that may have masked changes specific to the nerve fibers targeted by NGF. Using sophisticated measures of cognitive function, e.g., thermal perception, requires highly skilled and trained personnel not available when advancing from a few centers in the phase II (successful) to many centers (unsuccessful) in the phase III study. With the recent developments of improved methods for identifying C fibers in skin by immunohistochemistry and quantification of nerve fiber density using the pan-neuronal marker PGP 9.5 (Herrmann et al., 1999; Langer et al., 1995; Sima and Sugimoto, 1999), and functional tests of C-fiber integrity including measures of skin blood flow (Cardillo et al., 1999; Stansberry et al., 1999), it might be possible to overcome the end point limitations inherent in the study design and rescue NGF from a premature demise as a therapeutic agent in diabetic neuropathy. Further, recent reports have demonstrated the profound effects of both microvascular dysfunction and oxidative and nitrate stress in the pathogenesis of diabetic neuropathy (Ceriello et al., 2001; Hoeldtke et al., 2002; Stuhlinger et al., 2002; Vinik et al., 2001; Zavaroni et al., 2000). It may be that neurotrophins alone cannot overcome the damage caused by these mechanisms to peripheral nerve fibers, thus requiring multimodal treatment to achieve the desired recovery.

**NGF/GROWTH FACTOR INTERACTION**

NGF may also interact with other neurotrophic agents to modify neuronal survival. An example of this is the effect of IGF-II on NGF receptors. In serum-free medium, NGF receptor binding diminishes and NGF fails to have a physiological effect on the neuron as a result. Addition of IGF-II to this serum-free medium can induce NGF receptor binding and thus restore NGF function in neurons. Although IGFs and NGF can work together to maintain normal nerve integrity, there appears to be a separate role for each of these neurotrophins in neurite outgrowth. Antisera to NGF, for example, do not block the effects of IGF on tubulin synthesis and differentiation. Aside from the direct effects insulin and the IGFs have on neurite outgrowth and regeneration, it is possible that IGFs exert a major action through modulation of NGF activity.

It has been known for some time that insulin stimulates many anabolic processes in its target cells. Recently, this has been stated in a more unified concept designated as the pleiotropic response. The processes that have been found to be under pleiotropic control are uridine uptake, RNA synthesis, polysome formation, protein synthesis, protein degradation, and glucose utilization (Vinik et al., 1995b). The response to insulin closely parallels that of sensitive neurons to NGF in vitro. Sensory ganglia respond to NGF with an increase in uridine uptake, synthesis of all classes of RNA, protein synthesis, and glucose utilization. Also, NGF increases lipid synthesis, an aspect that might be related to a pleiotropic growth response (Watkins, 1995). The striking similarity between the structure of NGF and proinsulin suggests an evolution of NGF from an ancestral...
NGF AND APOPTOSIS

Recent studies indicate that apoptosis may be a mechanism whereby diabetes induces nerve damage and wherein diabetes opposes the antiapoptotic mechanisms that normally protect nerves. However, this remains to be demonstrated in human diabetes. It is of interest that NGF can rescue neuronal cells from apoptosis (Jensen et al., 1992; Rabizadeh et al., 1993). Apoptosis is regulated by many extrinsic and intrinsic cellular signals, and the threshold of apoptotic cell death is also dynamically regulated by multiple inducers and inhibitors of gene products (Steller, 1995). Several apoptosis-related onco-gene products are also expressed and regulated by extracellular signals in neurons. Bcl-2, a cell-death suppressor, is found in the mitochondrial membrane, the nucleus, and the endoplasmic reticulum. A high level of expression of bcl-2 in sympathetic neurons prevented cell death induced by deprivation of NGF (Garcia et al., 1992).

Fas (AP0-1, CD95) is a type I cell-surface receptor with a molecular weight of 35 to 40 kDa, dependent on the source species, belonging to the tumor necrosis factor (TNF)/NGF receptor superfamily. Fas is expressed in many cell lines, but the largest body of research shows that Fas mediates apoptosis in susceptible T-lymphocyte target cells (Weller et al., 1994). Fas-mediated apoptosis may be antibody dependent. When Fas ligand (FasL) or anti-Fas antibodies bind to the Fas receptor, the target cell undergoes apoptosis. The apoptotic signal through Fas requires the cross-linking and trimerization of Fas receptors (Peitsch and Tschopp, 1995). The trimerized Fas complex can then be activated by antibody action, resulting in the transduction of the signal for induction of apoptosis. Polymerization of Fas can be accomplished either with (FasL) or with antibodies to Fas recognizing specific epitopes (Nagata and Golstein, 1995). Consistent with this hypothesis, our studies utilizing immunofluorescence with NIE-115 neuroblastoma cells revealed a clustering of Fas on the neuroblastoma cell surface in response to type 1 diabetic serum (Pittenger et al., 1997), in contrast to its normal diffuse distribution on the cell membrane. This clustering appears to be a consequence of molecular cross-linking of Fas by a factor in type 1 diabetic serum. According to our previous study, the cytotoxic factor is likely to be an autoantibody (Pittenger et al., 1995). Our finding that type 1 diabetic serum blocks the Fas cell-surface immunofluorescence using a Fas-specific antiserum suggests competition of the immunoglobulin G (IgG) in type 1 diabetic serum and the rabbit anti-Fas antibody, indicating that Fas might be one of the membrane antigens recognized by autoantibodies in type 1 diabetic serum. Cytotoxicity of type 1 diabetic serum might be enhanced by the expression of Fas or an increase in circulating FasL. Indeed, Guillot et al. (2001) report an increase of circulating Fas, but not FasL, in patients with diabetic neuropathy, but not in diabetes patients with retinopathy or no complications. Thus, it may be that down-regulation of NGF as seen in diabetes may unbridge the action of circulating Fas in peripheral nerves, specifically linking Fas to neuronal destruction in diabetes. At this time, there is no evidence in the literature for or against the presence of Fas or FasL action on peripheral neurons in diabetes.

There is good evidence from studies in neuroblastoma cell cultures for antiapoptotic signaling through the phosphatidylinositol 3′-kinase signaling pathway (Jaboin et al., 2002), with subsequent signaling through the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase/Akt cascade, resulting in neurite outgrowth (Piiper et al., 2002). If the MAP kinase/Akt signaling system is disrupted, as appears to be the case in diabetes, this could compromise NGF signaling and contribute to the development of diabetic neuropathy, in some cases even before the metabolic effects become symptomatic. We cannot exclude the possibility that other unknown antigens or death factors,
such as glycolipids, the low-affinity NGF receptor (p75), the TNF-α receptor, or other as yet unknown regulators of apoptosis, may also be involved. The roles of these regulators in apoptotic neuronal death and whether they might contribute to the development of diabetic neuropathy remain to be elucidated. These findings support the possibility that alternate treatments for diabetic neuropathy may include antiapoptotic maneuvers.

Another possible route of antiapoptotic action for NGF is blockade of oxidative stress pathways. It has been shown that NGF can serve as an antioxidant in its own right (Lieberthal et al., 1998; Pan et al., 1997). Thus, with the reduced levels of NGF seen in diabetes, there is a concomitant increase in peroxynitrates in local tissues, leading to cleavage of caspases and activation of the apoptotic cascade (Park et al., 1998). NGF appears to exert these effects through the low-affinity p75 receptor (Vincent et al., 2002) Another aspect of NGF treatment of neurons is the up-regulation of the antiapoptotic cellular proteins bcl-2 and bcl-x (Muller et al., 1997; Park et al., 1998). Thus, there are a number of ways for neurotrophins, and NGF specifically, to promote neuronal survival in the face of diabetes.

**THERAPEUTIC POTENTIAL FOR NGF**

As we understand the role of neurotrophins in the control of growth initiation, proliferation of neurons, and the apoptotic process, it becomes possible to consider the use of neurotrophic factors in the treatment of diabetic neuropathy. Aided by the availability of large quantities of recombinant neurotrophic factors, it is feasible to consider their possible place in the management of diabetic neuropathy. The choice of the optimal neurotrophic factor is dependent upon an awareness of the neuronal population involved in the disease process and an understanding of the specificity of each factor for a specific neuronal population affected by the disease process. This emphasizes the need for more specific delineation of the neuronal population involved in the disease process as well as the specific syndrome present in a particular patient. Because both sympathetic and DRG express receptors for NGF, it may prove efficacious for the treatment of both the small fiber autonomic and sensory neuropathies. The optimum approach to mixed sensory neuropathies may be the use of factors with less specificity for motor or sensory neurons. Approximately a third of primary sensory neurons do not express trk receptors, and can be identified by the binding of the lectin IB4. These neurons have been found to express Ret mRNA, the signal transduction component of the receptor for GDNF, a member of the transforming growth factor (TGF)-β superfamily (Bennett et al., 1998a). Ret is a common receptor for GDNF and neurturin, and it interacts with either of two other receptor subunits, GFRα-1 and GFRα-2. Ret receptors have been identified in small-diameter primary sensory neurons, and colocalize with GFRα-1 and GFRα-2 subunits (Vinik et al., 1999). Initially, GDNF was thought to support survival of only dopaminergic neurons, but recent reports have shown it to be a potent neurotrophic factor for many other neuronal populations. GDNF prevents the slowing of conduction velocity that normally occurs after axotomy in a population of small-diameter DRG cells and the A fiber sprouting into lamina II of the dorsal horn (Vinik et al., 1999). GDNF has a trophic effect on motoneurons and autonomic neurons (Vinik et al., 1999) as well as Schwann cells that implicate its diverse role in promoting peripheral nerve regeneration.

Alternatively, new gene therapy methods are showing promise for delivery of neurotrophins resulting in improvements in diabetic neuropathy. Goss et al. (2002) have used cytomegalovirus (CMV) immediate-early promoter for delivery of NGF into the DRG and adipose tissue and herpes simplex latency active promoter 2 delivered into the footpad of STZ-diabetic mice, and demonstrated a block of degradation of foot sensory amplitude, a marker of the development of neuropathy. It is of interest that delivery of NT-3 with an adenovirus-based vector and of VEGF with a CMV promoter both have been shown to relieve the development of neuropathy in drug-induced diabetic rats and rabbits (Pradat et al., 2001; Schratzberger et al., 2001). These studies further support the multimodal needs for reversing peripheral nerve damage. Thus, although systemic administration of NGF, and neurotrophins in general, may prove disappointing, gene therapy might provide an effective mode of delivery for these powerful agents.

By stimulating nerve growth and regeneration as well as remodeling, administration of growth factors that target neurons may decrease the vulnerability to damage by the diabetic disease process. NGF has been considered for the treatment of Alzheimer's disease because of the loss of cholinergic neurons in this disease and the pronounced and selective trophic action of NGF upon cholinergic neurons (Hefiti and Schneider, 1989). Recombinant NGF has been shown to reverse experimental cholinergic injury in animals (Goodman et al., 1953). Basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) and BDNF also protect cholinergic cell bodies, although less well than NGF (Anderson et al., 1988; Schwaber et al., 1991). The major brunt of diabetic neuropathy is initially borne by the long parasympathetic, cholinergic nerves and their neurons, suggesting that NGF alone, or in combination with BDNF or bFGF, may have a place in the treatment of parasympathetic neuropathy.

There is a reason to consider other prospects for growth factor therapy in diabetes. Even motoneurons may be protected from cell death. CNTF rescues motoneurons from naturally occurring cell death during chick embryo development and may retard motoneuron degeneration in the adult (Sendtner...
et al., 1990). Among a variety of approaches being used to enhance peripheral nerve regeneration is the manipulation of Schwann cells and the use of neurotrophic factors. Such factors include NGF and the members of the neurotrophin family, namely, BDNF, NT-3, NT-4/5, the neurokines, CNTF, leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), and the TGF-β family and their distant relative, GDNF (Hayakawa et al., 1994).

Early results of treatment of toxic neuropathies with growth factors are encouraging. The small fiber sensory neuropathy induced by Taxol can be prevented by the administration of NGF (Konings et al., 1994). The large fiber neuropathy induced by the antitumor agent cisplatin with prominent proprioceptive deficits can be prevented in rodents treated with NGF (Hiraiwa et al., 1997), which has also been shown to prevent or delay the development of sensory neuropathy in STZ-induced diabetes.

**SUMMARY**

Although the mechanism of action is as yet unknown, the current knowledge of growth factors, and NGF specifically, and their relationship to diabetic neuropathy suggests a pathophysiological role for reduced levels of NGF available for retrograde transport to neuronal cell bodies. In addition, there is likely a compromise of the p75 and trkA receptors responsible for mediating NGF signaling. It is now conceivable that neuronal function may be compromised, and atrophy of nerves, and possibly even cell death, may be a consequence of a reduction of overall NGF activity in diabetic neuropathy. Whether the growth factor deficiency is due to decreased synthesis, an inability of the factor to bind to its receptor, disturbances in retrograde axonal transport, or intraneuronal processing also remains to be established. Further studies aimed at understanding the disturbances in expression of NGF-related genes and proteins, as well as their receptor binding and subsequent transport from sites of synthesis to sites of action should shed considerable light on the relationship between NGF activity and diabetic neuropathy. Other contributors to the pathogenesis of diabetic neuropathy, such as microvascular disease and nitrate stress, will also have to be addressed in any further attempts to use neurotrophic factor therapy. It is unlikely that neurotrophins will succeed as monotherapy, but their use in conjunction with agents that combat the myriad of dysfunctions in diabetes is likely to yield better results. Discovery of these relationships will hopefully lead to more efficacious therapies involving neurotrophins in general and NGF specifically.
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